Web Developer

Job Description
As part of our continued growth in Milwaukee, WI, Provade is interviewing candidates with expertise in developing cutting edge standards for web applications. The perfect fit for this position has a strong design sense and deep understanding of web best practices.

The Developer’s role will be to assist in building out new and exciting functional offerings utilizing a mix of the latest in development tools and technologies, including mobile applications.

This is an exciting opportunity to join our agile development team in the ever-growing field of staffing and vendor management solutions. We offer the unique combination of a fast paced start-up environment within a successful software company.

Job Requirements
- 2+ years experience with jQuery, JSON, XML, JavaScript, CSS and DOM.
- Strong analytical, technical and interpersonal skills.
- Self-starter with "can-do" attitude a must in a fast-paced business and technical environment.
- Ability to work well independently and in a team environment.
- Excellent problem-solving, oral and written communication skills.
- Applicant will be asked for a portfolio of rich, dynamic HTML pages demonstrating the required skills.

Desired Skills
- A strong knowledge and love for key technologies including HTML5, CSS3, LESS/SASS, Javascript, and jQuery
- The innate ability to create, test and deliver with cross browser compatibility
- Experience working with grid systems, Twitter Bootstrap, and responsive design
- Solid knowledge about current and upcoming web development trends
- Comfortable and able to work in a highly agile team environment
- Able to complete tasks independently and as part of a team
- Drive and ability to learn new skills and languages
- Some experience or exposure to front-end web development
implementation within Python/Django framework is a plus
- Some experience designing with Adobe Suite software is a plus

**Other**
- Must be eligible to work in the U.S. without sponsorship
- Our ideal candidate is not afraid to experiment with new technologies and they will embrace opportunities to take on new technical challenges
- They look for opportunities to learn from the people around them, and they look for opportunities to share their knowledge as well collaborate with a team